
Homework Assignment 6

Max H. Farrell – Chicago Booth
BUS41100 Applied Regression Analysis

Due at the beginning of class of week 9

1 United States Gas Prices

In this question we will attempt to capture the time series dependence of weekly US gas prices. The
data file USGasPrice.csv contains the year, week, and the price of gas from the eighth week of 1990
through the twenty-sixth week of 2003.

In each part below, we will use one or more of the tools we learned in class. For each part, plot the
(1) fitted values along with the original values as well as (2) the ACF (see the slides for week 9).

(a) As a first attempt, use annual frequencies to try to capture the idea that driving (and hence
gasoline demand) is highly seasonal. Use the two plots asked for above to describe what goes
wrong with this approach intuitively.

(b) There appear to be several structural changes in the data (e.g. more recent years behave very
differently). Identify a reasonable set of time points when the series pattern seems to change
dramatically and permanently and then fit a constant between each time point. What does this
capture?

(c) For each period you identified above, fit a separate annual cycle. What do you learn from the
two plots ask for in the question?

(d) Experiment with adding further cycles, time trends, and/or lagged values, in each case allowing
each period you identified in (d) to have a separate fit. Try a “kitchen-sink” that includes
cycles, trends, and lags.

(e) Finally, what of the “kitchen-sink” model can you do without? That is, give the simplest model
you can that still does nearly as well at capturing the time series dependence. What do you
learn from this?

2 United Kingdom Gas Consumption

The goals of this question are to develop the best possible model for prediction of quarterly UK gas
consumption (file UKGasConsumption.csv). Since one would expect gas consumption to increase with
both population (a measure of personal consumption) and GDP (a measure of commercial production),
the data consist of quarterly UK gas consumption (in millions of therms), inflation adjusted GDP,
and population estimates for the years 1960 to 1986 (1987 for GDP and pop).

(a) Find a regression model that best explains the time series for gas consumption (transform to
log scale). You may incorporate the effect of GDP and population into your time series (again,
consider a possible transformation of these variables).

(b) Comment on your chosen model. For example, is there evidence of either mean reversion or a
linear time trend in your series? What is the effect of the covariates on gas consumption?
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Modeling Note: This data exhibits a common trait for quarterly data: autoregression on an annual
basis. That means you want to include Yt−4 as your AR term, rather than the usual Yt−1. For example,

gasdata <- read.csv("UKGasConsumption.csv")

QR <- 5:108

cos4 <- cos(QR*pi/2)

sin4 <- sin(QR*pi/2)

loggas <- log(gasdata$gas[QR]

loggaslast <- log(gasdata$gas[QR-4])

This provides periodic, AR, and linear effect variables.

3 Pricing Experiment

Return to the pricing experiment we studied in class.

(a) Create the same 2 × 2 table that we made in class. Use this information to compute the intercept
and slope of a linear regression of buy on price. Show your steps. Compare these steps to
what we did for logistic regression in class.

(b) Run the logistic regression and obtain the intercept and slope. Compare the slope estimates,
linear versus logistic, in sign and magnitude.

The data includes a variable customerSize that gives the size of the customer firm (remember, the
customers of this business are themselves firms). The sizes are coded 0, 1, 2, for small, medium, and
large firms.

(c) Create the 2 × 2 table of buy and price for medium sized firms. Compute the slope coefficient
of a logistic regression for only this subgroup.

(d) Compare your answer above to the slope coefficient we found in class, which was for all firms.

(e) Use glm to run a logistic regression for only medium sized firms. What do the measures of
statistical uncertainty tell you for this subgroup? Do the same for large firms.

(f) Include price and customerSize into one logistic regression, using all firms. That is, fit the
model

P[buy | price, customerSize] =
eβ0+β1price+β2customerSize

1 + eβ0+β1price+β2customerSize
.

Interpret the coefficient row for customerSize, both the estimates and the measures of uncer-
tainty. Compare to what you found in the previous part, running subgroup-specific models.

(g) Now include the interaction of price and customerSize. Describe what you find and how it
compares to the results from part (f).

(h) Now treat customerSize as a factor variable. Run the main effects model, akin to (f) and the
interactions model, akin to (g). Comment on what you find here and how it compares to those
prior parts.

4 Community Crime

The file CommunityCrime.csv has violent crime rates for 1994 communities across the US and 25
descriptive variables. Our goal is to find a good-performing parsimonious model to predict the log
crime rate. The demographic variables include:
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• householdsize: mean people per household

• PctUnemployed: % of people 16 and over unemployed

• PctFam2Par: % of families (w/ kids) having two parents

• PctRecentImmig: % immigrated within 3 years

• PctHousOccup: % of housing occupied

• RentMedian: rental housing – median rent

• PctUsePubTrans: % of people who use public transit

The rest of the 25 variables are similar, and can be interpreted from their names in the data.

First split the data into training and testing samples (size and sampling scheme is up to you).

(a) Using the training data, build a model for log crime rate by using forward stepwise selection
guided by both AIC and BIC to search through all main effects.

(b) Redo (a) allowing for all possible interactions. What has changed?

(c) Still within the training data, use the LASSO to select a model from all main effects and
interactions.

(d) Compute the BIC-based model probabilities for all the models found thus far, and the model
which includes all main effects. Plot the fit for each model against the true value of log crime
rate.

(e) Use the test data to compare out-of-sample MSE performance. Compare your results with what
you found in (d).

(f) Both BIC and LASSO rely on an assumption called sparsity. A regression is said to be “sparse ”
if a few variables matter a lot and the rest of the variables don’t matter at all (for predicting Y ).
Formally, if we assume that we have p X variables (these p variables already include interactions,
powers, etc) and that

E[Y |X] = β0 + β1X1 + β2X2 + · · ·+ βpXp,

then sparsity requires that most of the βk = 0. The model selection problem occurs because we
don’t know which variables have coefficients of zero. If we knew that, we’d just delete all the
useless variables from our data and proceed with the analysis.

But is sparsity always a reasonable assumption? This is kind of up to the user and the applica-
tion. Sometimes, it makes more sense to assume that all the variables matter, but just a little
bit.1 We’ll explore one technique for dealing with this situation called Ridge regression, another
type of penalized regression. Ridge regression solves

min

{
n−1

∑
(Yi −X ′iβ)2 + λ

√∑p
j=1

∣∣βj∣∣2} .
(Compare to LASSO and the generic idea of penalized regression from the slides.) Without
getting into many details, Ridge shares some of the good aspects of LASSO, but does not
perform variable selection at all, it keeps all the variables in the model, but compared to the
full model, the coefficients will be different.2

1Another common idea is that the variables matter in groups called “factors”, where each contributes just a little
bit to its factor, and there are a small number of factors. Any time you hear about factor analysis, principle component
analysis, linear discriminant analysis, or singular value decomposition, this is usually what’s going on.

2If you want to build some intuition on Ridge regression, you can redo the intuitive explanation of LASSO from class.
In class, we drew the analogy between the LASSO penalty and a linear budget set, we drew the “diamonds” representing
the budget set. To adapt this from ridge regression, just change these diamonds to circles around the point (0, 0). See
http://maxhfarrell.com/bus41100_remote/lasso_vs_ridge_regression.png for a picture.
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Use cv.glmnet to fit Ridge regression on all main effects and interactions. Compute the out-
of-sample MSE and compare to (e). (You may want to consult ?predict.cv.glmnet.)

5 Hourly Bike Sharing

From Capital Bikeshare (D.C.’s Divvy) we have hourly bike rentals & weather info (the data used in
week 9 was a collapsed version of this data). See bikeSharing.csv. The data are from 2011 & 2012,
and we have the first 19 days of every month.3 We have the number of rentals from registered and
non-registered users (registered and casual, respectively). The available information is

• datetime – the date and hour, formatted as “2011-04-12 23:00:00” for 11PM, April 12, 2011

• season – Spring, summer, fall, winter

• holiday – Is the day a holiday?

• workingday – Is it a work day (not holiday, not weekend)?

• weather – coded 1=nice, 2=OK, 3=bad, 4=terrible

• temp – degrees Celsius

• atemp – “feels like” in Celsius

• humidity – relative humidity

• windspeed

(a) Examine the data for outlier patterns in the weather and remove them. Give clear justification
for each data point removed.

(b) First split the data into training and testing samples (size and sampling scheme is up to you).
We won’t use the test set until the very end.

(c) Create dummy variables for each hour (24 total). Using your favorite model selection tool, figure
out which are the most important hours of the day for predicting bike rental demand. Does the
pattern vary between registered and non-registered users? Do the important hours change with
the season? (You may find the commands substr and model.matrix useful.)

(d) Create a small set of dummies for logical groups of hours, such as commuting times, nighttime,
etc. For both user types, first considering only main effects and second allowing for all possible
interactions, select one model that uses the 24 dummy variables and one that uses your newly
created groups.

(e) Use the test data to compare out-of-sample MSE performance of all the models you’ve consid-
ered. Discuss your findings.

6 Grunfeld Data

The data set Grunfeld.csv contains data from 11 firms over 20 years (1935–1954), and for each
firm/year we observe:4

Ii,t = invest gross investment
Vi,t = value market value of the firm at the end of the previous year
Ci,t = capital value of the stock of plant and equipment at the end of the previous year

3This data comes from a data-mining competition: the data for this problem is in fact the training data set, and
the rest of the days were the test data, and hence the outcomes registered and casual were withheld by the company
sponsoring the competition.

4This is quite a famous data set in economics, and is regularly used a textbook example. It is also quite old, and
quite small.
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Often, we use the notation n for the total sample size, N for the per-time sample size, and T for
the time periods. So here we have N = 11, T = 20, and n = NT = 220 total observations.5 The
key is that we do not have 220 total independent observations. We have less information than that
(remember we think of observations as noisy signals).

Our goal is to study investment as a function of the other two. We think of value for firm i and time
t as anticipated profit, and then the investment for that firm that year is the amount of replacement
investment required.

A first pass at the model is therefor:

Ii,t = β0 + β1Vi,t + β2Ci,t + εi,t. (1)

(a) Estimate the regression model (1). Interpret the coefficient estimates.

(b) In this context, what are the assumptions that make this approach valid? Which of these may
be violated and why?

But we believe that different firms have substantively/qualitatively different decision-making styles.
Different firms are fundamentally different, and so they are not part of the same phenomenon, and
it does not make sense to entirely pool the data together. This is exactly what motivates the fixed
effects model:

Ii,t = β0,i + β1Vi,t + β2Ci,t + εi,t, (2)

which lets each firm have it’s own intercept. We can’t care about the fixed effects specifically: there
are N dummy variables in the model (2), but because each firm’s behavior is dependent over time,
we only have N truly independent pieces of information. So we don’t even have enough information
to precisely nail down these estimates! In other words, in the estimated version of (2),

Îi,t = b0,i + b1Vi,t + b2Ci,t,

the estimates b1 and b2 are good estimates for β1 and β2, just like always, but b0,i is not a good estimate
for β0,i. For example, the sample distribution result from week 2 will not be true: b0,i 6∼ N (β0,i, σ

2
b0,i

).
Nonetheless, because b1 and b2 are good estimates for β1 and β2, we can estimate the model anyway.

(c) Estimate the regression model (2). Interpret the coefficient estimates on value and capital.
Compare your findings, both the coefficient estimates and the standard errors, to part (a). Are
you assuming cor(β0,i, Vi,t + Ci,t) is zero or not? Justify your choice statistically.

We might instead believe that although all firms behave similarly, different years are different (perhaps
due to government regulation or tax incentives). This motivates a very similar model, but with time
fixed effects instead:

Ii,t = β0,t + β1Vi,t + β2Ci,t + εi,t, (3)

(d) Estimate the regression model (3). Interpret the coefficient estimates on value and capital.
Compare your findings, both the coefficient estimates and the standard errors, to parts (a) and
(c). Are you assuming cor(β0,t, Vi,t + Ci,t) is zero or not? Justify your choice statistically.

5This is called a balanced panel because all units are observed at all time points. In real life, unbalanced panels are
more common, where some units are not observed at certain times, either they drop out entirely, drop out then come
back, or are added to the sample.
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Of course, we can combine the two ideas easily enough, and have both time and firm fixed effects:

Ii,t = β0,i + β0,t + β1Vi,t + β2Ci,t + εi,t, (4)

Now each year and each firm have a specific effect in the model: there are 30 dummy variables!

(e) Estimate the regression model (4). Interpret the coefficient estimates on value and capital.
Compare your findings, both the coefficient estimates and the standard errors, to parts (a), (c),
and (d).

These are all very common models for panel data. Depending on the particular context/example, one
of (2), (3), or (4) might make more sense. If your project ends up involving panel data, consider these
models carefully in your example.
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